A Message from our Board of Directors
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There are simply not enough ways to say, “Thank You”! That said, on behalf of the Governing Board for the Central Montana Medical
Center, I thank all of you - the entire Central Montana area community - for your support of our hospital! Your support, which comes
in so many different ways, is vital to the Central Montana Medical Center. Just as the mountains are critically important by providing
so many renewable resources, the health care provided by CMMC is critically important to all of Central Montana. All of us know
that health care, especially rural health care, has faced and will continue to face many challenges. CMMC has very ably met many of
those challenges, actually turning challenges into opportunities. That, in itself, is exciting! Your hospital governing board, the CMMC
leadership/management team and the entire hospital staff will continue to do all that we can to keep CMMC on the leading edge of
health care for all of you. As we look to the future, we are excited about the opportunities that will always lie ahead of us. Thank you!
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Our Mission

The mission of Central Montana Medical
Center is to be the leader in assuring
community based quality healthcare.

Our Values

Compassion - We will be aware and respectful of the life
situation of others and treat them with compassion and
consideration.

Accountability - With integrity, knowledge, action and trust.
Respect - For dignity, care and concern for all.
Excellence - as a team in all we do.

Our Vision

• Be The healthcare provider for our region;
• Dedicate ourselves to innovative excellence in care;
• Collaborate care for economical services with other agencies;
• Be the leader in providing health education, prevention 			
and wellness services to promote individual responsibility 		
for healthy outcomes;
• Provide financial stewardship for economic health care;
• Create an environment in which all participants feel valued and
respected;
• Embrace change while exploring tomorrow’s needs today.

Advice from the Mountains
Interim co-CEO’s Message

The view of Central Montana‘s mountain ranges from the campus of Central Montana Medical Center is inspiring for sure!
The mountain ranges provide colorful horizons, amazing depths and shadows, changes to the cloud formations and bring life to the
frequent storms that are all part of why we all live in Central Montana.
		
Central Montana Medical Center experience many of those same thought provoking
opportunities as we work to chart the course of healthcare in Central Montana and provide our
communities with quality healthcare options. We often find ourselves looking for a vision that might
only come from being on the mountain tops. A vision that can help us see where we might want to
go and the reality of what that path to reach that destination might look like. We also need to see if
there are others on the same path and try to band together on this journey.
Mountains offer us stability and often a landmark by which we find our way back home.
Central Montana Medical Center strives to provide a stable environment for the patients in our area.
A stable environment, that has stood the test of time and change. Central Montana Medical Center is
dedicated to be the place that people will come to when looking for their way back home.
The island mountains that surround Lewistown create a climate that makes Central Montana
Alan Aldrich
unique.
They are a respite from harsh winds and weather, allowing beautiful meadows, clear
Interim Co-CEO
streams and golden wheat fields to flourish.   Climbing many of these mountains is no easy task, but
provides rewarding vistas. We relish the view and visitors envy our proximity to it.
These vistas allow us to see the landscape and its many parts from a differerent perspective. The meadow, stream and other
mountains change, but yet they are the same.
The mountainous views are so often expansive, almost beyond belief at times. Central Montana
Medical Center definitely has its view focused on the future, but not forgetting the path that has led
to this moment in time. The vision we have for expanded or improved services to meet the needs of
Central Montana may involve crossing some deep valleys or mountain streams, but with a focus on
patient care we can definitely have purpose to our efforts.
CMMC gets the opportunity to value so many perspecitves, the view point of a patient, an
employee, a caregiver, an educator, an employer, a nurse, an affiliate of Billings Clinic, a physician,
a therapist, a governing board member, a phamacist, and the list goes on. Each perspecitve is
unique and essential for the whole to work cohesively. CMMC is solid and works in an everchanging
environment. If it was not for the sum of all of its parts, we would not be able to weather change
as well as we do. We value the many parts and embrace the whole they create. CMMC moves
Laura Bennett, MD
forward with the vision to continue to take care of all aspects of the patient and the the community
Interim Co-CEO
itself.
It is always a privilege for us to be a part of Central Montana Medical Center. We are
amazed by the dedication the Central Montana community has to this facility. Central Montana Medical Center is definitely community
owned in spirit, talent and treasures. Thank you for allowing Central Montana Medical Center to be your healthcare provider of choice,
thank you for your support of a long standing pillar of the community, choosing to live in Central Montana and for being a part of this
journey into the future of healthcare.

$100,000 Gift Launches 3D Mammography Campaign.
Established in 1994, the Medical Center Foundation (MCF) has steadily seen a growth in its
associated funds invested with the Central Montana Foundation (CMF). Gifts channeled to MCF
help CMMC keep up with rapidly-advanced medical technology and services. The hospital looks
to the Foundation for financial help to ensure its long-term viability. For instance, the Vision 2000
Endowment developed in 1996, with seed money of $5,000 has grown to $835,000! Monies
received for this endowment are restricted for 25 years, allowing the interest to compound.
Patrons take advantage of the MT Endowment Tax Credit by donating to qualified endowments,
like Vision 2000 or MCF’s general endowment.
MCF funds are under the umbrella of the CMF. Both Foundations work closely together, uniquely
sharing the Roundup newsletter, donor database and serving on the newly formed Not-For-Profit
Fair.
Hospice annual Tree of Lights beautifully recognized each Hospice patient with a chime ceremony,
naming each loved one that passed. On behalf of this event, $5,800 was received in donations
and memorials to help out Hospice operations. $701,000 has been accumulated in gifts to Hospice
from generous families and friends of Hospice.
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CMMC’s employee crisis fund (HOPE) has grown to $21,000 – all donations are from CMMC staff,
helping their colleague in personal need.
The Foundation also supports non-profit organizations and educational opportunities for the
residents in Central Montana. Grant requests are guided by MCF Advisory Board, with full
Governing Board approval. This fiscal year, the Foundation granted a total of $92,663!  
A $100,000 pledge from Norman Asbjornson, $20,000 grant from CMF and $2,000 from CMMC
Auxiliary have given CMMC’s a tremendous jump-start toward a $350,000 fundraising goal for a
3D Mammography.  With the acquisition of the 3D, our patients can stay home and be confident
that the care they are getting is as good as what they would have in bigger medical centers. The
3D Mammography is the finest state of the art breast imaging available.  
The Foundation ends the fiscal year with a $2.7 million balance. If you gift $5 or $100K, you are
a benefactor – you are what make good things happen in Lewistown, and at your hospital. Thank
you for trusting CMMC to care for you. Thank you for your gifts.

Thank
you.
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Medical Center Foundation
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Awards
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TOP 20 Critical Access Hospital/National Rural Health Association (4 years in a row)
TOP 100 Critical Access Hospital/iVantage (5 years in a row)
TOP 66 Critical Access Hospital/Becker’s Hospital Review (3 years in a row)
NOSORH Performance Leadership Award (2 years in a row)
MHA PIN - Performance Improvement Network (2 years in a row)

Climb beyond
Dr. Laura Bennett recieving Top
20 Critical Access Hospital Award
- Overall Winner from NRHA.
CMMC has recieved this award
4 years in a row, which is an
extremely rare accomplishment.

Dr. Laura Bennett was honored with
the Outstanding Provider Leadership
Award from Caravan Health for
helping patients live better lives and
exceeding standards in quality and
care. The award was based on peer
nominations within the CPC+ program.
This award is an acknowledgement
of Dr. Bennett’s hard work and
dedication necessary to succeed in the
always challenging environment of
modern healthcare.

Central Montana Medical Center
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) was
awarded the 2019 EMS Service of the Year
Award for the state of Montana.
The award honors an EMS Agency
that consistently exhibits dedication to
improving patient care through education,
injury prevention, community awareness,
medical director involvement and
cooperation with other emergency service
organizations in their community.

your limitations

Highlights - Fiscal year 2019
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Central Montana Medical Center
updated

Central Montana Medical Center updated the Code Blue policy. Changes to the policy included conducting
routine drills in different departments throughout the facility. Since the policy change, we have successfully
completed over fifteen department trainings and fourteen drills, each designed to accommodate location
and staffing comfort.
Three of our outdated AEDs (Automated External Defibrillators) were upgraded. Thanks to a generous
donation form the Central Montana Medical Center Foundation we were able to replace the AEDs located in
Judith Peak Rehab outside of the pool area, the hallway by suite 8 and in the hallway that leads to Suite 6
near the elevator.
These changes were accomplished thanks to help from the staff at CMMC and the people in our community.
Moving into the new year, we will continue to conduct code blue drills on a regular basis. Our goal is to have
all clinical staff trained and prepared to assist in these situations.

Reach for
new heights
OB department
improves
options for
expectant
mothers
This last year the OB department has begun to offer
different options for the mother during her labor and
delivery. Laboring women may now choose to receive an
epidural which delivers continuous medicine to the mother
and greatly reduces the pain of contractions during labor.
Nitrous oxide is also available which provides 50% nitrous
and 50% oxygen that is only delivered through an oxygen
mask when the woman holds the mask to her mouth and
breathes in the nitrous/oxygen mixture. With the added
availability of pain medication offered, mothers are able
to rest much more comfortably during the often long
process of labor while anxiously awaiting their new baby.
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Enjoy the view

Central Montana Medical Center
unveiled two new beautiful
remodeled state of the art patient
rooms this year that provide privacy
with a view.
The rooms are equipped with
individual showers and bathrooms,
sleeping couches for family,
soothing artwork, dimmer switches
for the overhead lights and
privately-controlled thermostats.
Remodel of these rooms was
assisted by a $50,000 grant from
the Medical Center Foundation.

Remodels & Upgrades
Central Montana Medical Center Swing
Bed activity room recieved a makeover,
providing patients with comfortable
furniture in a sitting area, a kitchenette,
table and chairs, purchased through
a Safety & Health Investment Projects
(SHIP) grant. Employees demonstrated
their committment to patient care by
donating a computer for the room and a
desk to go with it as well as some local
artwork.
The Swing Bed is a transition program
for people who aren’t strong enough
to return to everyday living after a hospital stay and need
extra recuperation time. Whether the patients were treated
at CMMC or elsewhere, the Swing Bed Program allows the

patient to receive rehabilitation services close to home.
Swing Bed Room is a place where the patients and their
families can eat a meal together, watch a movie, play cards,
do crafts or just spend time together.

New Radiology room
A new state of the art Radiology room was installed into our Radiology Department. The room is being utilized
for general radiology and x-ray and once we have recruited a Radiologist, the room will be used primarily for
Interventional Radiologic procedures such as joint injections, back injections, and has the capability to do Angio
studies. It also will be used for many other procedures such as barium studies on upper and lower GI's and
modified barium studies for those with difficulty swallowing or assess post stroke patients. It is a good investment
and will help us with our recruiting efforts for a Radiologist to join the CMMC family, as well as provide our patients
with the very best care.  It is a dependable and fully digital room that replaced a dated and difficult to maintain
machine.

Safe Sitter
Celebrates
25
years
The 25th group of qualified babysitters emerged this year from the popular Safe Sitter

course presented by Central Montana Medical Center and MSU Extension. CMMC
celebrates 25 years of teaching 11 to 13 year olds to be safe and nurturing babysitters.
Instructors teach hands-on life skills ranging from CPR, first aid, fire safety, sleep safe,
virtual 911 calls, diapering and feeding to behavior management and personal safety
signal.
Safe Sitter increases the number of adolescents who are trained in lifesaving skills to
be prepared to act in a crisis.  The class helps young people become more confident
caregivers while also learning the business aspect of their job. Over 675 students in
Central Montana have completed Safe Sitter.

Central Montana Medical Center was able to have access
to the latest in x-ray technology made possible through a
grant from The Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable
Trust’s Rural Healthcare Program.
The Helmsley Charitable Trust awarded CMMC $282,213
for a portable digital x-ray system and a fixed digital x-ray
system, part of a $14.2 million initiative to upgrade x-ray
technology at 50 rural hospitals in the West.
This upgrade to our digital x-ray equipment offers workflow
improvements and significantly more clear images.
The Helmsley Charitable Trust’s latest initiative addresses
out-of-date x-ray technology that undermines the delivery
of patient care.

Stand tall
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New Portable & Fixed X-ray Technology

Auxiliary

Ladies wearing pink jackets and men wearing red vests are a treasured sight at CMMC. Whether they are manning the Gift
Shop, baking cookies, knitting hats, delivering the mail or greeting our guests, the CMMC Auxiliary has been providing support
in abundance since 1961. This esteemed group of individuals are always willing to provide assistance with any project and host
countless fundraisers such as multiple rummage sales, book sales, bazaars, and raffles.
This year, with support from the Central Montana Foundation and CMMC, the Auxiliary was able to award $3,000 in scholarships
to five local recipients.  The Auxiliary approved over $6,800 in items on the CMMC facility wish list.  These items included
two phlebotomy carts, a heavy commercial blender, three temporal thermometers, money towards beautification projects for
maintenance, an OB delivery manakin, medicine balls, and a donation toward the 3D mammography machine.
These dedicated men and women logged over 4,000 volunteer hours in 2018-19 with 95 active members and 59 lifetime members.  
Thank you auxiliary members for your hard work and dedication to the
mission and vision of CMMC.

Be Upifting

Employees of CMMC are encouraged to volunteer and help out
our community! Whether it be through the Day of Service with
Spika Manufacturing, decorating a tree for the Boys and Girls Club
Festival of Trees, walking in the Relay for life or helping serve
lunches at the Council on Aging or other volunteer opportunities,
CMMC staff enjoys giving their time and talent.
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Employees
giving back

Stay Sharp
New Check-in System

CMMC implemented a new Queue Management System to help with patient flow for
Registration, Lab and X-ray.
Patients coming into the hospital for services sign into the iPad with their name and then
have a seat in the waiting room outside the lab and gift shop area. The patient’s
Find us on
name appears on a TV screen so they are able to see where they are in line.
The new system helps alleviate congestion in the registration hallway and allows
patients to wait comfortably in the waiting room. The registration staff are able
to see who is signed into the queue on their computers and can call the patient to
their desk for assistance when it is their turn.
Dollars spent Locally
by CMMC | $1,529,589
Miles of
service
area

4,350

Laboratory
tests done

69,420

ER visits
Babies born

69

5,216

Ambulance
Runs

626

Staff | 332
Surgeries | 496

Medical Staff
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Not pictured:
William Gallea, MD
Ireneo deGuzman, CRNA
James Fox, CRNA
Shanda Speed, CRNA

Consulting/ Visiting Physician Specialists:

Allergy/Immunology; Cardiology; Dermatology; Endocrinology;
Internal Medicine; Maternal Fetal Medicine; Nephrology; Neurology;
Oncology; Opthalmology; Orthopedics; Otolaryngology (ear, nose, throat);
Pathology; Podiatry; Radiology; Radiation Oncology; Rheumatology;
Telepsychiatry; TeleStroke; Urology; Vascular Surgery

